Husked Flower Card by DT Heidi Bishop

Flower:
Use template to place pins for husked petals.
Make 5 –Using 1/8” wide paper, husk loops
starting with center loop then alternate loops on
either side. Make a collar with touch of silver on
white then loop two more outer loops with quill
trim silver. To shape, pinch to a point then open
inner loops with tweezers.
Make 1 - Using 1/4” wide paper, fringe a 5”
length of lavender then roll to make center of
flower.

Stem Flower:

Make 1 - Using a 1/8” wide spring green paper,
make a scroll from 5” length for
the stem. Snip the top end to a point and make a
spiral with ½” of the strip. Shape a very soft “S”
curl for the rest of the stem.
Make 5 – Using a 1/8” wide touch of silver on
white paper, make marquise from 4” length for
flower bud.
Make 10 – Using 1/8” wide spring green paper,
make marquise from 2” length for leaf.

3.
4.
5.
6.

1/4” wide pale lavender
1/8” wide spring green
Lavender cardstock
Lavender decorative paper to coordinate
with cardstock
7. Two sided tape
8. Glue dots
9. Medium flower punch
10. Small sun punch
11. Standard items for quilling - needle or
slotted tool, glue suitable for paper, small
scissors, tweezers, ruler and non-stick
workboard.

Assembly:
Using a card blank, pick a decorative paper and
glue to card then place quilling on top.
Follow picture to place petals around center.
Using two leaves and a flower bud make 5 bud
units. Add stem, and bud units.
Add beads or rhinestones as you like.

Supply List
1. 1/8” wide touch of silver on white
2. 1/8” wide quill trim silver
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